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Vintage Publishing, United Kingdom, 2016. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 177 x 108 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Vermilion Sands is a fully automated desert-resort designed
to fulfil the most exotic whims of the idle rich, but now languishes in uneasy decay, populated only
by forgotten movie queens, solitary impresarios and the remittance men of the artistic and literary
world. It is a lair for beachcombers, hangers-on and malignant obsessions - a place where sensitive
pigments paint portraits of their mistresses in a grotesque parody of art; where prima donna plants
are programmed to sing operatic arias; where dial-a-poem computers have replaced poets; where
psychosensitive houses are driven to murder by their owners neuroses; and where love and lust, in
the hands of jewel-eyed Jezebels, pall before the stronger pull of evil.
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Most of these pdf is the greatest pdf available. It is really basic but excitement inside the fi y percent from the ebook. Your daily life span will likely be
convert as soon as you complete reading this article ebook.
-- Juwa n Welch Sr .-- Juwa n Welch Sr .

This pdf is fantastic. Sure, it can be engage in, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been developed in an remarkably straightforward
way and is particularly merely after i finished reading through this publication where in fact transformed me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Mr . Lee Sim onis PhD-- Mr . Lee Sim onis PhD
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